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had no desire to risk a conflict with German particularism,
for his real interest was in Italy. The acquisition of the
Sicilian kingdom gave him a field where his autocratic ideas
could have full scope, and he began to apply them to the"
Italian kingdom as a whole* The first stage in this was the
partitioning of Italy into provinces ruled over by officials
directly dependent on himself, the inauguration of a true
system of imperial -government. He began with the south
and centre* Conrad of Urslingen, who had been duke of
Spoleto since 1183, was made vicar of the kingdom of Sicily.
Henry's brother Philip was made duke of Tuscany. Mark-
ward of Anweiler,1 who had proved his worth in the recent
expedition, was given the title of duke of Ravenna and the
government also of the march of Ancona and the Romagna.
At present Lombardy was not included in the scheme, though
the control of it was essential. There was a change, indeed,
but of a less definite character. It was not in Henry's mind
to continue the diplomatic friendship which Frederick had
so successfully cultivated; he preferred the iron hand, and
the Lombards, divided by their inter-city feuds, were cowed
and temporarily in a state of political paralysis, hemmed in
on both sides by the imperial power.
Failure of his Thus Henry's government of his two kingdoms was
L^ditary e^irely different. In Germany he was only feudal overlord,
succession in Italy he was developing a truly imperial constitution.
His inheritance of Sicily gave him the inspiration and the
opportunity; it inspired in him a further design as welL
The Sicilian crown was hereditary. If it was to be perman-
ently attached to the German crown, the latter must be
hereditary also, and he did his best to effect this* But it
could only be done with the assent of the electors, the princes
of Germany, and to induce them to abrogate their rights he
had little to offer—to the lay princes unchallenged hereditary
succession, even in the collateral line if direct descent failed;
to the ecclesiastical princes the renunciation of his claims
to regalia and spolia during a vacancy. But some of the lay
princes (for instance, the duke of Austria) had already
1 Markward was a royal ministerial^ (ct above, p. 70), and his career
Is a notable instance of the reliance placed by German kings on those unfree
tenants ot their domain, and ot the heights to which the mmisterialts could
rise* Markward ^as now given his freedom and raised to the rank of a
prince of the Empire.

